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Comparing Standards

One of the best ways to learn the ISO 6336
gear rating system is to recalculate the capacity of
a few existing designs and to compare the ISO
6336 calculated capacity to your experience with
those designs and to other rating methods. For
these articles, I'll assume that you have a copy of
ISO 6336, you have chosen a design for which
you have manufacturing drawings and an existing
gear capacity calculation according to AGMA
2001 or another method. I'll also assume that you
have converted dimensions, loads, etc, into the SI
system of measurement.

ISO 6336 looks into more details of your design,
so it requires about 80 input values compared to
about 60 for AGMA 2001. The additional informa-
tion required includes details about things like blank
construction, root fillet finish, lubricant viscosity,
arrangement of the gear set with respect to the bear-
ings and location of light load contact pattern with
respect to the bearings. We'll cover these differences
as they apply, section by section.

Input Data
Most of the input data is similar to other rating

standards, like AGMA 2001. The basic gear
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Fig. 2 - Hypothetical tool with zero backlash and finished gear (©AGMA)
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geometry values of numbers of teeth, center dis-
tance, outside diameters and face widths are the
same. ISO 6336 requires the input of minimum
safety factors for surface contact (pitting) and
root bending stresses. The safety factors are used
in the calculation of allowable working stresses in
parts 2 and 3. Whjle safety factors as low as 1.0
are permitted, most users will want to select a
higher value for root bending, such as 1.2 or
more. If the required safety factor is not achieved
with the input values of materials, geometry and
load, one or more of the inputs should be changed
until the required safety factor is reached.

Module, normal pressure angle and helix
angle are determined at the reference (generating)
diameter, based on a carefully defined basic rack
geometry per ISO 53. The basic rack is a gear
with an infinite number of teeth whose reference
plane is located where the tooth thickness and the
space width are equal. The basic rack is not the
cutting tool. It is conjugate to a hypothetic'll rack
shaped tool which defines the tooth shape.

Tooth thickness is defined in terms of the pro-
file shift factor X of a "zero-backlash" gear pair
derived from the basic rack geometry. (See the
article in July/August 1993 and a correction to
one of the formulas in JanuarylFebruary 1994 for
more information on basic racks and profile
shift.) The X factor and the tool geometry-tool
addendum, tip radius, protuberance and finish
stock allowance-are critical to the calculated
result. Figs. I & 2, from the AGMA ISO 6336
program user's manual, illustrate the principle. It
is important to note that the definition of tool
addendum used in ISO 6336 may not be the same
as you are using in your present gear rating pro-
gram, so that value may have to be adjusted for
input to the ISO 6336 calculation. Fig. 3 illus-
trates the ISO definition.

The input power or torque must be specified,
since the ISO dynamic and load distribution factors
are load dependent. Although the ISO standard lists
numerical application factor values which are iden-
tical to AGMA's, those values should be used with
caution. The ISO definition of application factor is
broader than AGMA's, including many "dynamic"
effects, such as the effect of tooth spacing devia-
tions whjch are part of the AGMA dynamic factor.
The differences are most noticeable in the calculat-



ed capacities of large, low speed, relatively less
accurate gears, such as those found in bridges, mill
drives, train positioners and antennas. The ISO
dynamic factor estimates gear pair resonance as an
equivalent single mass system with the mesh stiff-
ness as a spring. The ISO dynamic factor is strong-
ly influenced by the ratio between the mesh pass
frequency and the calculated resonant frequency of
the single mass model. High speed, lightly con-
structed, lightly loaded gear sets have high ISO
dynamic factors and low speed, heavily construct-
ed, heavily loaded gear sets have very low ISO
dynamic factors. Many of the "dynamic" effects
which AGMA includes in its dynamic factor are
shifted to the application factor by ISO. You will
need to be careful in your evaluation of the differ-
ences and in the application factor you choose to
evaluate your gear sets. The product of KA • Ky

should be nearly the same in both systems if rated
gear capacities are to be comparable.

Calculating the Dynamic Factor
The ISO dynamic factor calculation estimates

the rotational moments of inertia of the pinion and
wheel from the inside diameters of their rims and
their calculated root diameters with an adjustment
for webs, if any. The gear blank geometry must be
provided for this calculation. The mesh stiffness
and root diameters are calculated from the X fac-
tors and tool geometry, so accuracy of these input
val~es affects the dynamic factor. A smaller por-
tion of the dynamic factor is a function of tooth
accuracy, expressed as an ISO 1328 quality num-
ber. There is no consistent way to estimate ISO
1328 quality from AGMA 2000 quality numbers,
so the actual tolerances must be known or calcu-
lated, then ISO 1328 quality numbers recalculated
from the tolerances. The fundamental equation in
ISO 6336-1 for dynamic factor is:

Kv = (N· K) + 1
Where:

N is the ratio of mesh pass frequency to
resonant frequency.
K represents the effect of gear tooth accuracy.
Typical values of Ky for industrial enclosed

drive gears are 1.05 or less.
The basic ISO dynamic factor is Method B of

ISO 6336-1. Methods C and D are simplified ver-
sions of method B with applicability restricted by
their underlying simplifying assumptions.

The AGMA dynamic factor is included in ISO
6336-1 as alternative method E for those who pre-
fer it. If method E is used, it might be appropriate to
use a lower (AGMA) value for application factor.

Evaluating Load Distribution
Much of ISO 6336-1 is devoted to various

methods of evaluating load distribution across
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Fig. 3 - Dimensions and basic rack profile of the teeth (finished profile with undercut).

and between the teeth. Although different influ-
ence factors are defined for load distribution in
root bending stress and contact stress in the face
and transverse directions, the principal influence
on the load capacity of the gear set is KH~' the
face load distribution factor for contact stress.
KF~' the face load distribution factor for root
bending stress has a similar value and the trans-
verse load distribution factors KHu and KFu are
usually nearly 1.0.

The correct evaluation of the load distribution
factor is critical to obtaining satisfactory results
with ISO 6336, just as it is with other gear rating
systems, such as AGMA 2001. I suggest that you
try the various optional methods in ISO 6336
while making comparative capacity calculations
with your own gear designs, to develop experi-
ence with them. Since the mathematical defini-
tion of face load distribution factor is the same in
ISO 6336 as in AGMA 2001, you should expect
similar values of this factor from either method. If
the values are not within 10% of each other, you
should investigate further and resolve the differ-
ence. It may be necessary to make an experimen-
tal investigation or a detailed calculation of
deflections under load to get the "right" answer. It
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culated by methods B, C and D tend to be higher
than AGMA values.

Method B as urnes a linear load distribution
model with constant mesh stiffness, similar to the
analytical method wlllcb was used in pre- l 995
editions of AGMA 2001 (See fig, 4). The funda-

mental input is the total loaded mesh misalign-

ment including tile effects of manufacturing van-
.atiolls,andela~<;tic deflections due to load. The

deflection of 'the wheel. haft can optiollally be
included in tile total mesh misalignment. Meth.od
.B doesn't implicitly recognize the benefits of
tooth crowning. bUE.it. doe recognize lite benefits
of running in and helix modification tocompen-

sate for torsional and bending deflections o:f the
pinion. The evaluation of total misalignment is
very important, since it has a large influence on

KHtl and 'the calculated capacity of 'the gear et, If
you elect to use method B, be ure to read all of
the detailed instructions and limitations which are
included in ection 7 onso 6336- L

The AGMA computer program for ISO 6336

allows the input of a KH~value (method A). the
input of a mesh misaligJIment (method 8) or the

input of derailed information about '!he me b to

calculate KHIl according Ito method C. Method C
is limited tothe case where the center of the pin-
ton is within 30% of th.e center of the bearing
pan. Gear sets which do not meet this Iiimit must

be calculated by methods A or 8. A subset of
method C (C I ) is a further simplification for sym-

metrically located pinions, but the same inputs
are required. Method C conside the gear et
arrangement, pinion shaft deflection. type of
erowniog or lead correctionand the location of
theligbt load contact pattern. 0 inputs for all of
tho e factors are required. Method Cia hit com-
plicated [Q use in hand calculation but, once pro-
grammed, allows the user to see the effect of
changing pinion proporticnsand crown or lead
corrections. Method C can give results which are

similar to the empirical method of AOMA 200]
for heavily loaded narrow face width pinions.

Lightly loaded wider faced pinions can be heavi-
lypenalizea Method D is a further simplifi.cation
of method Ct for symmetrically located pinions.

This concludes our exploration of ISO 6336-1 ..
~t contains lite most important influence factors,

whichare also the most difficult to evaluate and
which have the most potential to be different from
AGMA or other calculation methods,

The calculation methods for surface contact
(pitting) stress and root bending stress ill ISO

6336 are very similar to AGMA 2001. The nom-
inal stresses, which depend only on load and
geometry, have similar values. The combined
effects of the genera. influence factors from
ISO 6336-1 modify the nominal tre ses to "cal-
culated" values which have essentially the arne

definition as AOMA's "stress number .." Most
of the difference between gear ratings by ISO

I 6336 and AGMA 200] are explained by the
general influence factor of ISO 6336-1. These
general influence factors offer tile greatest
opportunity for further research and improve-
ment of the standard. Users of the tandard will
need to exercise good judgment in picking the

celculanon methods to be used and the values, of
input variables in order to be satisfied with the
calculated results ..0


